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in density and temperature in the neucr!:1o-decoupling zone drives anisotropic neutri no Aux. If then active-to-sterile (vr,ji +-> vs ) neutrino oscillations in the dense core take place, gravitational radiation should be emitted all the way [he oscillation length . Since the oscillation feeds mass· energy up into (or drains it from) the new spec:es, the large neutrino mass·squared difference (lO~eV" ;S ~m" ;S lOBeV") implies a huge amount of energy is released as gravity waves then in elther neutrino convection and cooling or pe:-[u~bec matter distributions. I identify the back· reaction force (mass and current multipoles) of the gra\'ita,ional wave burst generated O\'er the oscillation timescale as the pulsar thruster. P,l..CS numbers: 04.30.Db, 04.30.Nk, should be imparted to the proto-neutron star (P0.'S) at irs birth[-1, 5J. The mechanism responsible for pulsar kicks has not been properly identified yet, despite of interesting proposals have been advanced[4, 51, and tight constraims on potential mechanisms put forward [6] . This Letter sug gests that the radiation-reaction force (RRF) applied by the gravitational wave burst generated at the su perno\a. (S0i) early postbounce by neutrino oscillations: the s pin flavor com'ersion disc ussed here [7] , or via either paramet ric resonance or ?vISW effect; generalized elsewhere [S] ' is the most likely mechanism trigger ing pulsars ' kicks (the escaping sterile vs produce a grav itational wave (G\\') with memory, as well). A G\V exerts a back reaction on a given source b:-' \'irtue of carring a \\'ay energy, angular and linear mo mentum from it. \Nhatever energy and momentum the wave takes away will be reflected in this back reaction.
The RRF of the G\\'s from v oscillations may apply se\wal (pa ir-fo lded) thrusts to the nascent ne utron (:YO) star , co upled to them via the weak interaction , so as to make it move and rotate at birth. Since no other known mechanism can do as much during such a s hort timl?sca le ('" 1ms, i.e., early bounce), the claimed ef· fect cou ld be the most fundamental mechanism driving pulsar spins ami drift ve locities as evidenced in pulsar s ur veysi~l· Tbe electroweak coupling of NO and v inside tlw P\"S (tbe ultim ,lte responsible for pulsar kick in thi!; picture) is described by the Lagrangean with the v field satisfy ing the time-dependem Dirac equation
(2) Above GF is the Fermi constant. and VB the v 4 velocity. In dense matter (at rest) the neutron :,I-vector
adquires a non-zero expectation value. Here p = ~; .V~, \vith N~ the neutron number density.
ENLARGED v AND GWS LUMINOSITY FROM v-OSCILLATIONS
It is well-known that neutrino outRow from a P);S after the SN core bounce is a source o f GWs [7, shown that in general the fraction of the total bind ing energy emitted as GINs by pure neutrino convect ion is: Ecw '" [10-10 -1O-13] ?vr c 2 , for a v luminosity o Lv '" 10 53 erg S-l (see Ref. [12] for further cletails). This
G\Vs energy has been shown not to be enough so as to kick the P NS. Unlike GWs produced by convect ion of neutrinos '1 2]. in the production of GWs by neutrino oscillations[7; from active-to-sterile there exists two main reasons for expect ing a major enltancement in the G\Vs luminos ity (which determines the strength of tile G'v\'s RRFj du rin g the transient: <1) t he conversioll itself, which makes it the overall lu mi nosity of a given n eu tl'iuo species to gro\\' by a large factor. The enhancemeflt ste ms from the mass· energ:-' (LI/ ;S 10%, see belo\\') ue iClg given co (u r ra ken from ) the nl?\\, species into \\·ltich oscil latio ns take :) I;Lc(~
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This augment gets reflected in the species mass-squared difference (e nergy conservation) , and their relati\'e nUIll bers: one species is number-depleted while the other gets its number enlarged. But, even if the energy increase is smaller, b) the abrupt conversion over the transition time, which is set up by the oscillation length /\osc and the neutrino velocity of diffusion \I" (~ 10 9 cms-1 for convectives [12] ) , also magnifies transiently L". Being the neutrino flavor transition the key piece to produce GWs by this mechanism, then we need to estimate how many of them can actually oscillate. This quantity is measured by the transition probability: Pa-s(li-io l). we calculate next (for a thorough accounting see Ref.
[7]). To be efficient in producing GWs, neutrinos must be able to escape the core without thermalizing \\"ith the stellar material. For active neutrino species of energies ;::::; 10MeV, this is not possible as long as the matter den sity is .2: 1OIOgcm-3 . Since the production rate of neu trinos is a steeply increasing function of matter density (production rate ex:: pn, where p is the matter density and n> 1), the overwhelming majority of the vs of all species produced are trapped. So the contribution to the G\Vs amplitude is negligible , irrespective of the v conversions taking place within the active nu flavors.
Sterile neutrinos, on the other hand, would be able to escape the core. Though they are not directly produced inside the star, if any active v species can be copiously converted into sterile vs through oscillations, it may be possible to dramatically increase the number of escaping vs, this way producing the GWs burst. This effect can be significant only if these active <-+ sterile transitions take place inside the neutrinospheres of the active vs. i.e. at p.2: 10 10 gcm-3
Vacuum 1/ oscillations
Let us first consider the case of \"acuum oscillations. assuming for simplicity that the oscillations take place between only two neutrino species (va and vs. say). For a Va state produced at io which does not undergo any collisions before reaching i, the probability that it \\"ill be observed at i as a Vs is (3) where 8 is the Va <-+ Vs vacuum m L\: mg angle, .6.m~ is the mass-squared difference between the two neutrino mass eigenstates in vacuum , and £" is the neutrino en ergy. In order for the estimates . let us consider only the neutrinos travelling radially outwards, so that the prob lem is reduced to a one dimensional problem, with x and Xo now representing the distance from the centre of the star. The probability that this neutrino would interact within a distance dx is given by
where A(X) is the mean free path of Va, given by 
The first integral in the exponential is the answer one gets in the absence of oscillations. It is this term that determines the size of the neutrinosphere for the acti\'e neutrino. The second term represents the enhancement of the survival probability due to oscillations.
The effect of the second term is negligible if the \"ac uum mixing angle is small (sin~ 28 ;::::; 0) or when the oscillation length is large compared to the radius of the
. TIle latter condition is satisfied for E" ::::: 10?\-IeV only for 6m" ;:, 1O-3eV 2 For 6m 2 larger than this val ue, the effect of the second term is an effective reduction in the radius of the neutri nosphere by a factor (, which can be estimated by taklllg N(x) ex:: x-a -( ;::::; C~, where
The enhancement is maximum when C is small est, which happens with maximal vacuum mi. gcm -3 inside tbe neutrinosphere, this con dition is satisfied for E ~ 10\hN neutrinos only for ~m2 » 1O·l eV'2 In this paramcter rungc , the integrand is rapidly oscillating and thc integral reduce:!s (00 .5 E '"cn in the:! most favorable:! sCe:!nario. thus , C > 0.5. Thell. \\"ith 0: :::::; 3, we get ( > J2. Hence, the radius of tbe effecti\"e neutrinosphere cannot change by a large fact.or. which in dicates that the oscillations into sterile neutrinos cannot increase the number of escilping neutrinos dralllnticJ.lIy in this paramete:!r range (where:! matte:!r 8ffeC'Cs Cil ll be ne glected).
1/ oscillations in dense matter
Interaction with matter, as in Eq.(l), may help in al lowing more:! us to escape if resonant conversions into seer ile us occur inside the neutr inosphere of the active us (see Ref.
[7) for further discussions). In the case of U e -Us oscillations, the resonance occurs if
Here Ne(x) is the electron number density (given by N e --Ne +) , and Nn(x) is the neutron number density. In the case of UI",T ~ Us the Ne term is absent. 'C.-hile in the case of antineutrinos, the potential changes by an overall sign. Numerically, for U e ...... Us oscillations, where Y e is the electron number fraction . For u/J ..,.
Us oscillations , the last term in parenthesis is changed to (i -1), assumed henceforth to be of order one" Neutrino conversions in the resonance region can be strong if the adiabaticity condition is fulfilled: the os cillation probability is Pas = cos 2 () , which is close to 1 in the case of small mi..'{ing angles. i\Ioreover, after t he resonance region , the newly created sterile us have \"ery a small p robab ility (p:;erage = ~ sin 2 ?B) of oscillating back to a ctive us, which could be potentially trapped" For the resonance condition to b e: ! satisfied , we require
e ' -L::,m-cos" ) 10 eV-
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while the udiabnticity condition is satisfied for where:! X res is th e:! position of the resonance bye:!t'. IllsiJ e the core:!, 1 df' -l (;; dx )r=:::,," == '\ 05C "-1km, (11) and therefore the adiabaticiry condition is satisfied if (12 ) (Ix -xol) ;S 10% of the total U-filL'{. Next we focus on the way the PNS couples (and responds ) to the back-action of the GWs produced by these u osci llations.
1/ COUPLING TO NEUTRON STAR MATTER
Neutron-1/ coupling
In proviso, we propose a phenomenological approach to get some insight into the fashion this back-reaction ef fe ct proceeds (a self-consistent descr iption may demand a kinetic theory formalism for us [8, 14) in full general relativity ), a task that ,ve address elsewhere[8j. How ever, the PNS configuwtion before the oscillation to take place can be figured out as a general relativistic gas sphere of degenerate neutrons (plus some protons and electrons) and neutrinos in hy-drostatic and thermal {3 equilibrium: NO -+-D +-> P + e-, to which Eq. (l ) a pplies.
The PNS energy-momentum tensor should contain con tribution from both NOs and mass i\-e active us. ,\Vhat the co llisionlcss massive-u gas Cldds to the total pressure and density in the PNS can be computed if us are:! de scribed ill tlte: momentum spi.l.ce as havi ng a distribution function [15) for
Here Ec(r) "-25MeV is the /.I cu t-off energy in tbe S\" core , 9 = 2s v -+-1 the spin multip lic ity of qualltull1 sLues: J.1(r) the chemical potential and kT = [50 -100i\1e\'. the fermionic thermodynamic temperature. Since wben trapped in the core neutrinos are relati\'istic part icles.
namely f~ "-c, then Eq. (13), the Einstein total energy [8 j) t )
them. The coupling energy to matter of the forme!' ac tive /.IS that convert into steriles is lost in the transition. This breaks the PNS equilibrium, makes it pulsate, ro tate and move due to a rocket-like thrust, whose force wllere ei 0 Cj is tbe C\V pol::l.l'intion tensor. Be aware that because the /.I-flux in not a slowly-moving GWs source tllis fOl'l1ll:l(l. is not s ubjected to a ny multipo le d~ composi ti on of the GW field. alld as such it \\'as used ill
Ref.
[7] to estimate thc GWs (l.mplitude h. Howc\·er. to describe the motion of the P:---JS fluid, below, the post \"cwtoniall expallsion is called for . This yields:
LG\\" = 30 x 10 52 [3 x t~~G7 rCx ~O-l) c e~g (18) .6t 
GWS BACK-REACTION ON NASCENT PULSARS
Because the PNS is a s low ly moving source compared to the relati\-istic vs, next we use a post-Newtonian (P:'-i) expansion to compute the GWs back-reaction effect on it due to the coupling Eq.(l).
Beamed GWs from l/ oscillations
If the back-reaction of GWs released is to kick the nascen t pulsar. then GWs must be beamed up to some cJegree. It is well-kno\\-n that the P:'-iS magnetic fielcJ cJis [.Orts the neutrinosphere and aligns the escaping neutri nos along its dipole axis: the stronger the dipole field the stronger the neutrino alignment, and thus the residual beaming effect on the G\Vs emitted, and consequently on its back-reaction force_ \Vith the occurrence of some beaming in the GWs emission we can also expect that not only the matter mass-quadrupole tensor but higher multipoles , in particular the matter current-quadrupole moment, to play an important role in kicking the star because of its association with axial perturbations.
7/2-PN expansion of G\Vs back-reaction field
The GvVs multipolar radiation field needed to describe the back-action onto [he P~S neutron fluid due to the coupling Eq.(l) reads [21-23!
plus terms of 0 (:h), here dropped off. The I(n)-terms correspond to the mass-quadrupole, mass octupole and mass-2 4 -pole moments , respectively, while the J(nLterms represent the current-quadrupole and octupole moments.
respectively. i\ote that I (n) (tl == d n 1/ dtn, R = IXI is the source distance, and
describes the traceless-transverse -(TT) projection oper ator onto the plane orthogonal to the outgoing wave d i rection N. Note that we have incorporated the result given in Eq_ (61) NS matter mass-currcnt contribut;ion to RRF,-The wave solution, Eq,(~O). effectively include radiatioIl reaction effects in the hydrodynamical description of a source driven by pure G Ws emission, The spacetime met ric 9/"" was expanded to post-Newtonian orders higber than n = 5 in the par0.meter (vl The RR.F acting at an appropriate lever-arm may limit the initial rotation frequency of the star. If the RRF acts at the centroid of the force per unit length dis tribution (the GW field on each quadrant in the plane wave approximation ) , then it must produce a torque on the star which is proportional to that lever-arm: Such a time interval fits quite well the dura tion 6.t ~ 0.32s for the four thrusts supposed to be applied to the PI\'S in the Spruit and Phinney kick model [S ) . Thus the G\Ns RRF kick mechanism provides a consistent pic ture that agrees quite well with the observational initial spin periods and runaway velocities of pulsars , and as such it constitutes <J. realiza tion of the Nazin and PoSt no v conjecture [19) .
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, there is s tro ng theoretical evidence for ,(cceieration of' bbc k holes that ha\'e bee n impinged by a pO\\erfu l G\\' [:23) If such it strong; G\V is al)le to kid; a black hole to the substantial velocities discussed in Ref. [25] , then it is expected a similar a cceleration im pulse to occur onto the PI\'S during the SN postbounce due to GV/s kicks at birth. If the proposed mechanism actually operates \vhen the pulsar is born, this would be a valuable second example of the influence of GWs on real astrophysical processes. And as such, the oven\'helming population of high velocity pulsars would point also towards Einstein's theory of gravitation as the most likely realized in nature.
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